Compact size, big potential.

Professional Series: Fixed lens domes available in 2.0MP, 4.0MP, 6.0MP & 8.0MP

Fixed lens turret style domes that deliver excellent general purpose surveillance indoors and out. Their tri-axis adjustable design enables perfectly framed scenes every time, including in corridor surveillance applications.

- Stream up to 4K/8.0MP (3840 x 2160) at 15fps
- H.265 encoding for efficient storage & streaming
- 50m infrared range; true day/night (auto ICR)
- Built in microphone and microSD slot up to 128GB
- Virtual tripwire, area intrusion, face detection & more
- Range of fixed focal lengths to suit any application
- Back/highlight compensation & true WDR (120dB)
- 3D digital noise reduction & auto white balance
- IP67 weather rated metal housing for outdoor use
- Extend PoE up to 800m (requires ePoE NVR/switch)

Record at and Beyond Ultra HD  
Extended PoE Compatibility  
Edge Recording via MicroSD
Specifications | 2.0MP Fixed Mini Domes | 4.0MP Fixed Mini Domes | 6.0MP Fixed Mini Domes | 8.0MP Fixed Mini Domes
---|---|---|---|---
Ordering Information | VSIP2MPVDMINIIRCB2.8 | VSIP4MPVDMINIIRCB2.8 | VSIP6MPVDMINIIRCB2.8 | VSIP8MPVDMINIIRCB2.8
Image Sensor | 1/2.8’’ 2.0MP Progressive Scan CMOS | 1/3’’ 4.0MP Progressive Scan CMOS | 1/2.9’’ 6.0MP Progressive Scan CMOS | 1/2.5’’ 8.0MP Progressive Scan CMOS
Effective Pixels | 2.8mm: H: 104°, V: 57° | 2.8mm: H: 104°, V: 57° | 2.8mm: H: 98°, V: 67° | 2.8mm: H: 112°, V: 69°
Resolution | 4MP (2688 x 1520) to CIF (352 x 288) | 6.0MP (3072 x 2048) to CIF (352 x 288) | 8.0MP (3840 x 2160) to CIF (352 x 288) | 8.0MP (3840 x 2160) to CIF (352 x 288)
Camera | | | | |
Ordering Information | VSIBKTA130E | VSIBKTA130E | VSIBKTA152E | VSIBKTA152E
Application | Junction Box | Wall Mount | Ceiling Extension | Pole Mount | Corner Mount
Mounting Options | 2.8mm F1.6 Fixed Lens / 3.6mm F1.6 Fixed Lens
- Lens
- Camera Interface
- Video Interface
- Audio Interface
- Alarm Interface
- RS485
- Edge Storage
- Interoperability
- Power Supply
- Power Consumption
- Operating Conditions
- Ingress Protection
- Vandal Resistance
- Housing
- Pan/Tilt/Rotation
- Dimensions
- Net Weight
- Your local VIP Vision™ IP solutions professional: